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Hamilton Centre for Civic Inclusion
(HCCI)

BUILDING AN INCLUSIVE CITY
The Hamilton Centre for Civic Inclusion
(HCCI) was formed in 2006 as a result of

the work undertaken through the
Strengthening Hamilton Community’s

Our Vision

A united community that respects diversity,
practices equity and speaks out against
discrimination.
Our Mission

Initiative (SHCI), an initiative formed as a

Mobilizing all Hamiltonians to create an inclusive

response to the burning of a local Hindu

and welcoming city.

Temple in 2001, the same year the
terrorist attacks occurred in the United
States on September 11th.
HCCI’s short-term goal was to deal with
the distress in the community caused by
the burning of the Hindu Temple, but it
was anticipated that to address issues of
racism in the longer term, a more
profound systemic change would be
required.

Our Goal

To create in every sector and among youth,
effective and sustainable ways of ensuring
that all Hamiltonians can fully participate in
the civic life of the community, using their
contributions to create a strong and vibrant
city.
HCCI’s mandate is to support the City of
Hamilton and its major institutions, businesses
and service providers to:
Initiate and sustain processes which promote
equity and create welcoming and inclusive

To this end, HCCI was
established to develop a civic resource

environments in all areas of civic life
Develop and share training and education
resources with the community
Provide the community with access to relevant

centre to create an inclusive and

research and information on diversity related

welcoming city through respecting

issues.

diversity, practicing equity, and speaking

communities, marginalized groups,diverse

out against discrimination.

ethno-racial and ethno-cultural groups and Indigenous

Support newcomer immigrant and refugee

communities.
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Our Finances - Revenue
We are thankful to all our funders. For the year 2018/2019 we received
funds from the Ministry of Children, Community, and Social Services,
Ontario Trillium Fund, Hamilton Community Foundation, Ryerson
University, and the City of Hamilton.
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Our Finances - Expenses
For the year 2018/2019 our programming focused on Diversity
onBoard, Black Youth Mentorship, Equity Diversity and inclusion
Training, Community Organizing, and Civic Inclusion & Engagement
activities.
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Black Youth Mentorship Program

Black Youth Mentorship Program’s objective is to help
improve the emotional well-being of Black children and youth. By
increasing access to consistent, caring adults, Together We Can will help youth
participants make healthy and safe choices, increase their resiliency and make
progress toward their goals.
In partnership with the Hamilton Wentworth District School Board (HWDSB), the
in-school group mentorship is being provided to Black high school students in Sir
John A. MacDonald. These monthly mentoring sessions will focus on supporting
and strengthening Black students leadership and civic engagement skills while
empowering and inspiring Black youth to create their narratives and pathways to
success and prepare them to be strong advocates for their communities.
The mentorship initiative was selected to receive funding to focus on one or more
of the following outcome streams:
1. Employment / entrepreneurship;
2. Educational achievement;
3. Civic engagement / leadership; and / or
4. Building a strong cultural identity.
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Black Youth Mentorship Program
Grade 11 Student Quote
“Today I learned there’s a different way to incorporate ourselves in campus. My
favorite part was Sandy’s stories. I would like to know more about public
speaking how to react to racism without seeming aggressive.”

We connected with 50 youth at Sir John A
MacDonald.
Supported Never Gonna Stop, a black
youth led organization.
Connected with potential mentors and
mentee for our one-to-one mentorship
program across Hamilton
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Civic Inclusion & Engagement
The lens of inclusion is a robust vision. It sees a world in which every person is a
full resident. Every individual – regardless of color, creed, gender identity or ability –
can partake in and contribute to community life. The role of the community is to
help make that happen. Our role at HCCI is to animate this via social inclusion tasks,
projects and programming.

HCCI hosted a session for residents interested in applying to be
part of agencies, boards and committees at the City of Hamilton
after the municipal elections.
HCCI conducted a municipal survey and released the report.
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onBoard Canada
onBoard Canada provides online, self-paced, accessible governance training to anyone
across Canada. Our board matching program connects not-for-profit and public sector
boards with trained and qualified individuals. Recognized by the Intercultural Innovation
Awards sponsored by the United Nations Alliance of Civilizations and BMW Group,
onBoard Canada is a program of The G.Raymond Chang School of Continuing Education
at Ryerson University.

Board Matching for organizations

Our board matching program is designed to connect you, the notfor-profit or charitable organization, or an agency of the municipal,
provincial and federal government with screened, qualified, and
trained individuals who are ready to serve in various roles on your
governance boards and committees.
Board Matching for Individuals

Individuals are offered Board Governance Fundamentals training.
Once reviewed and accepted, an online completion award and
digital badge is issued. Individuals are then provided access to the
board matching portal.
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Anti-Racism in Hamilton
In 2015 City Council approved a three-year pilot project called the “Hamilton Anti-Racism
Resource Centre (HARRC)” in partnership with McMaster University and the Hamilton
Centre for Civic Inclusion. The purpose of the centre was to track and collect incidents
and stories of racism in Hamilton. The centre was housed at the Hamilton Centre for Civic
Inclusion.
Since the centre began operations in April of 2018, HCCI has supported HARRC in a
number of ways.

In 2018, five provinces and two territories reported a higher CSI compared with
a year earlier: Prince Edward Island (+17%); Ontario (+6%); Manitoba (+6%);
Nunavut (+6%); Northwest Territories (+5%); New Brunswick (+4%); and
Newfoundland and Labrador (+4%). Decreases were reported for Yukon (-7%),
Saskatchewan (-3%), Quebec (-2%) and Nova Scotia (-2%), while British
Columbia and Alberta remained stable. Stats Canada
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Anti-Oppresion/Anti-Racism
HCCI’s mandate is to support the City of Hamilton and its major institutions,
businesses and service providers to:
Initiate and sustain processes which promote equity and create welcoming and
inclusive environments in all areas of civic life.
To this end we have partnered with a number of private and not-for-profit
organizations to advance issues of equity, diversity, and inclusion.
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Organizational Mentors
An organizational mentor (OM) is an incorporated nonprofit organization, charity, or
First Nation that meets Ontario Trillium Foundation (OTF) eligibility criteria, enabling
it to receive funds directly from OTF. OMs provide administrative support, project
mentoring, and financial accountability to Youth Opportunities Fund (YOF)
grassroots groups.

DISABILITY JUSTICE NETWORK OF ONTARIO
Our Vision: Creating a world where people with disabilities are free to be.
Our Mission: The Disability Justice Network of Ontario (DJNO) aims to build a just and

accessible Ontario, wherein people with disabilities:
Have personal and political agency
Can thrive and foster community
Build the power, capacity, and skills needed to hold people, communities, and
institutions responsible for the spaces they create
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a year's overview

HCCI
HAMILTON CENTRE FOR CIVIC INCLUSION
CURRENT BOARD MEMBERS
Tim McClemont

Cameron Kroetsch

Chair of the Board

Member

Daniela Giulietti

Amy Majani

Vice Chair

Member

James Stephenson

Mile Komlen

Treasurer

Member

Sumona Roy

Sukhi Dhillon

Member

Member

Crystal Mark

Sabrina Sibbald

Member
Michelle Poirier
Member

Member
Councillor Maureen Wilson
City of Hamilton Appointee
Ja'miil Millar
Member
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HCCI
HAMILTON CENTRE FOR CIVIC INCLUSION
CURRENT STAFF
Interim Executive Director- Kojo Damptey
Senior Program Coordinator - Sarah Jama
Black Youth Mentorship Coordinator- Samson
Dekamo
Black Youth Mentorship Mentorship
Coordinator - Rose Senat
Anti-Racism Officer - Mohamed Mohamed
Book Keeper - Lucy Mesquita
Student Placements
Tajseem Hussain
Rohit Prasad
* Executive Director - Yohana Otite

(April 2018 - Aug 2018)

* Executive Director - Matthew Green (Oct 2018 - July 2019)
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a year's overview

THANK YOU TO
OUR
SUPPORTERS
ACORN HAMILTON
AFRO CANADIAN CARIBBEAN ASSOCIATION
COALITION OF BLACK TRADE UNIONISTS
COUNCIL OF CANADIANS
CITY OF HAMILTON
EMPOWERMENT SQUARED
ENVIRONMENT HAMILTON
HAMILTON WENTWORTH DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD
HAMILTON DISTRICT LABOR COUNCIL
HAMILTON IMMIGRATION PARTNERSHIP COUNCIL
HAMILTON COMMUNITY LEGAL CLINIC
HAMILTON COMMUNITY BENEFITS NETWORK
IMMIGRANTS WORKING CENTRE
MUSLIM COUNCIL OF GREATER HAMILTON
McMASTER UNIVERSITY - EQUITY & INCLUSION OFFICE
McMASTER UNIVERSITY - OFFICE OF COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF CANADIAN MUSLIMS
THE SPACE
YWCA

